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Gospel guitar chord progressions pdf

So how do you use phat progressions to make a song? A list of some new progressions of common chords and some variables (all have at least one variable)! Each of them has a video where you can see and listen for yourself to what the progression of chords looks like! Below some of the chord progressions that are out there, you can often see in what famous songs the
progression had already taken place! These are some chord progression ideas that you may want to hear if you are interested in gospel music. Currently in progress: How to play Lord I Need YouHow to Play The Best in Me: (IV-III-VI-V)The Best in Me, Marvin SappHow to Play The Best in Me Progression (Re-Sol-do-Fa-Si-Mi-Fa) (2-5-1-4-7-3-6)When The Spirit of the Lord, Fred
HammondThe III-VI-V-I-VI-II-V-I Progression (Mi-Fa-Sol-do-La-Re-Sol-Do) (3-6-5-1-4-2-5-1)It's day, Fred HammondThe VI-II-IV-VII-III-VI Progression (La-Re-Fa-Si-Mi-La) (6-2-4-7-3-6)Possess The Land, Marvin SappThe I-II-III-IV-IVmin Progression (Do-Re-Mi-Fa-Fa-Fa-Famin) (1-2-3-4-4min)Each prayer , Israel HoughtonThe I-IV-I-VI-II-V Progression (Do-Fa-Do-La-Re-Sol) (1-6-
1-4-2-5)A little more Jesus, Erica CampbellThe IV-III-II-II-II-III Progression (Fa-Mi-Re-Do-Re-Mi) (4-3-2-2-2-3)Work In Your Favor, Hezekiah WalkerTop Requested Page of Progressions:Hip-Hop Songs Make amazing beats with this site! The progression of jazz chords Play jazz to sound great! Popular Songs Make some of your favorite beats with this site! Rap Songs Make some
sick beats with this site! Pro Tips: Feel free to mix the progressions together, to be totally original and unique in your art. If you, too, crush the chords, I can guarantee you that the progress you propose will make perfect sense! Let's talk about ladders, if you want to make some instrumentals! In my experience, the best scale was the blues scale in case of lead! If we are in the key
to C, the blues scale is:C-Eb-F-Gb-G-Bb-C.Mix that, with one of the progressions that are above and you will be satisfied promised. So go ahead, do some gospel songs! It was about the pro tips I have for you. Welp, for now. Don't forget to subscribe to my channel! You will find different instrumentals, will you be able to reproduce them? Let me know how it looks to you! An
idea of chord progression. If you listen to contemporary church music, you will probably notice that there are some chord progressions that are used quite often. In this lesson, we will look at two of these progressions. The first progression is an increase of 14541 in the major G key. I'm going to show you two different ways to play progress so that you have a few options when
choosing chord expressions to use. The second progression is an increase of 1564 in the key of E major. It's probably the progress in this style of modern church music. I have provided you with the TAB, the scoring and the chord diagrams for each progression. Let's take a look at the progress of the chords of 14541. We are in the key of major G so agreement 1 is a major G4,
Agreement 4 is a major 2 and agreement 5 is a major D. If you are not familiar with the open chord forms take some time to learn the chords going through the chord diagrams I gave you. The progression of 14541 would end up being major in G major, in 2 major, in major, in 2 major and back in G major. The strumming pattern I used for this progression is pretty typical of
contemporary praise style. Check out the ONGLET for strumming details. Now, instead of playing regular open chords for this 14541 progression, I went ahead and gave you some less common chord forms for the G, C and D chords that you can use to play progression. These chords mainly use only the first four strings for a completely different and lighter sound. Again, if you are
not familiar with the shapes just check the chord diagrams or TAB. The next progression we will learn is a progression of 1564 in the key of the major. In the E major, The 1 agreement is in E major, the agreement 5 is in F major, the agreement 6 is in 2 minor and the agreement 4 is in A major. The progression of 1564 in the key of the major in E-C would be in S major, in S major,
in the 2nd century and in major. Check out the chord diagrams and tab if you don't know the shapes of the agreements we use. Play with these progressions and start trying to memorize what they look like and how the chords flow. If you work there, you will begin to recognize these progressions in some of the church music you learn or simply listen to. If you have any questions
about this or any other lesson, please email me by clicking on the Ask Nate button. Have fun! On this page, you will learn the progressions of essential chords that every gospel musician must know. Using the following types of agreements: Major seventh minor agreement seventh agreement Dominant seventh agreement Half-decreased seventh agreement ... You can have a
handful of progressions that can add more excitement to your accompaniment. Start! Essential progress of chords Although there are several types of chord progression, we focus on the cyclical progressions of chords, which are chord progressions based on a fixed interval between successive root notes. The musical clock: ... is a geometric representation of the twelve unique
musical notes would guide us in this segment as we proceed to learn these progressions of essential chords. The progression of the 2-5-1 chords In the key to the 2 major: ... the progression of the 2-5-1 chords implies a movement (aka roots progression) from the second tone (which is D): ... in the fifth tone (which is G): ... then to the first tone (which is C): On the second second
is the seventh chord in D minor: On the fifth tone is the seventh dominant chord on the ground: On the first tone is the seventh chord in 2 major: In total, here is the progression of the agreements 2-5-1 ... Chord 2: Chord 5: Chord 1: Here's The Application Of The 2-5-1 Chord Progression... The progression of the 2-5-1 chords is at the end of most songs and that's because most of
the songs end on chord 1. For example, this is the first progression of the standard jazz Autumn Leaves. You can check it out: The leaves that fall: ... [passage agreement]: Drift by the window: The 3-6-2 Chord Progression Still in the key of C major: ... the progression of 3-6-2 chords implies a movement (aka roots progression) from the third tone (which is E): ... in the sixth tone
(which is A): ... then on the second tone (which is D): On the third tone is the seventh half-decreased chord: On the sixth tone is the modified chord A: On the second tone is the seventh chord in D minor: In total, here is the 3-6-2 Chord Progression ... Chord 3: Chord 6: Chord 2: Here's The Application Of The 3-6-2 Chord Progression... The goal of the 3-6-2 chord progression is
to create a movement to Agreement 2 and that is why the progress of the agreements ends on agreement 2. So if you are looking for the right progression that would always lead to Chord 2, look no further, the 3-6-2 chord progression is absolutely appropriate. The progression of the chords #4-7-3 The next progression of the chords on the list is the progression of the #4-7-3
chords, which involves a movement (aka roots progression) from the fourth raised tone (which is F-): ... in the seventh tone (which is B): ... then on the third tone (which is E): On the fourth tone raised is the F -half decreased seventh chord: On the seventh tone is the modified chord B: On the third tone is the seventh chord in E minor: In total, here is the #4-7-3 Chord Progression
... Chord #4: Chord 7: Chord 3: Here's The Application Of The #4-7-3 Chord Progression... These are the chord progressions that moves to chord 3 in the key, starting from the fourth elevated. In the song Glory to the Lamb, it can be applied thus: Unto: ... you I: ... raising your voice in: Sounds good, right? That's the idea. The progression of chords 5-1-4 A progression of chords
from the fifth tone (which is G): ... on the first tone (which is C): ... then on the fourth tone (which is F): ... in the key to the 2 major: ... 5-1-4 chord progression. On the fifth tone is the seventh chord in G minor: On the first tone is the seventh dominant chord in 1: On the fourth tone is the seventh chord in F major: In total, here is the progression of the 5-1-4... Chord 5: Chord 1:
Chord 4: Here's The Application Of The 5-1-4 Chord Progression... The progression of the 5-1-4 chords is designed to progress towards the fourth tone agreement (aka chord 4) which is the seventh chord in F major: ... In that case. Lla Lla Progress of agreements In the key to 2 major: ... the progression of the 7-3-6 chords implies a movement (aka root progression) from the
seventh tone (which is B): ... in the third tone (which is E): ... then in the sixth tone (which is A): On the seventh tone is the B half diminished seventh chord: On the third tone is the modified agreement E: On the sixth tone is the seventh chord in A minor: In total, here is the progression of the chords 7-3-6 ... Chord 7: Chord 3: Chord 6: Here's The Application Of The 7-3-6 Chord
Progression... If you are looking for the right progression that would always lead to agreement 6, say hello to the progress of the 7-3-6 chords. Final words Using the essential chord progressions covered in this lesson, you can play a variety of gospel and jazz songs. In a later lesson, we will examine the application of these essential chord progressions in regular jazz and gospel
songs. However, before this time, the practice and mastery of these chord progressions in other keys on the keyboard is highly recommended. All the best! Tagged as: progression of #4-7-3 chords, progression of chords 2-5-1, progression of chords 3-6-2, progression of chords 5-1-4, progression of chords 7-3-6, essential progression of strings
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